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FOR A HUMAN PLANET
FUTURE RUINS

81. A monument that is either at this one place or at that other place
80. A monument sitting between two scyscrapers 40 meters in the air
79. A monument as a living monument, a living organism of fungus
78. A monument as a moment occuring everyday for 20 seconds
77. A monument for physical reality only available online
76. A monument only visible through the lens of a camera
75. A monument in form of a rubber stele bouncing around
74. A monument only visible to owls
73. A monument in form of a fog-spitting fountain
72. A monument that feels and reacts to your touch
71. A monument that falls down and stands back up again
70. A monument people are allowed to put graffiti on
69. A monument relocated from one place to another
68. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
67. A monument that is thankful for the sun
66. A monument that can only be seen from the sky
65. A monument on the border of two countries
64. A monument on the surface of the sea
63. A monument to be seen from other planets
62. A monument under ground
61. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
60. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
59. A monument in space
58. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
57. A monument out of smoke hovering over ground
56. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
55. A monument that can only be seen from the sky
54. A monument on the border of two countries
53. A monument on top of the Eiffel Tower
52. A monument to be seen from other planets
51. A monument with a phone number
50. A monument that moves one inch per day
49. A monument that makes people smile
48. A monument on top of the Eiffel Tower
47. A monument with a door that is locked
46. A monument that makes people smile
45. A monument on the surface of the sea
44. A monument on the surface of the sea
43. A monument that makes people smile
42. A monument for human race on Earth
41. A monument only children can see
40. A monument only visible at night
39. A monument out of formable clay
38. A monument only visible to owls
37. A monument to the ants I killed
36. A monument that changes color
35. A monument that can only be seen from the sky
34. A monument on the border of two countries
33. A monument on the surface of the sea
32. A monument to be seen from other planets
31. A monument with a phone number
30. A monument that moves one inch per day
29. A monument that changes color
28. A monument concealed a a rock
27. A monument solely out of air
26. A monument at the South Pole
25. A monument to immortality
24. A monument solely out of air
23. A monument concealed a a rock
22. A monument at the South Pole
21. A monument to immortality
20. A monument hidden as a tree
19. A monument next to its mold
18. A monument next to its mold
17. A monument that moves one inch per day
16. A monument to immortality
15. A monument that is edible
14. A monument under ground
13. A monument that is soft
12. A monument that moves one inch per day
11. A monument to gravity
10. A monument for us now
9. A monument on the ISS
8. A monument out of ice
7. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
6. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
5. A monument in space
4. A monument on Mars
3. A monument on ice
2. A monument now
1. A monument that is destroyed every 100 years
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CB-FIG-5: Bernard Rudofsky, Earth. The wax makes it a temporary monument.
our civilization, for in these mysteries all
of our flowers and fruits (for it is actually
varieties of plants would disappear if the
fluttering about the bushes, in a deserted
corner of your garden, without realising
that you were carelessly watching the
things intertwine."

CB-FIG-3: Woodcut, Medieval Beekeeping, 13C.
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"You will probably
more than once have seen her
Bee Graves

Bee Graves, Maurice Maeterlinck, G. Allen, London, 1901
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The time we spent on Earth will be marked by
the future geological record.

CM-FIG-4: Limb bones of a modern broiler (A) and a red jungle fowl (B).
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All other avian species combined.
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